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Abstract
Given a chain of groups G0 ≤ G1 ≤ G2..., we may form the corresponding chain of
their representation rings, together with induction and restriction operators. We may
let Resl denote the operator which restricts down l steps, and similarly for Indl.
Observe then that Indl Resl is an operator from any particular representation ring to
itself. The central question that this paper addresses is: “What happens if the
Indl Resl operator is a polynomial in the Ind Res operator?”. We show that chains of
wreath products {Hn o Sn}n∈N have this property, and in particular, the polynomials
that appear in the case of symmetric groups are the falling factorial polynomials. An
application of this fact gives a remarkable new way to compute characters of wreath
products (in particular symmetric groups) using matrix multiplication. We then
consider arbitrary chains of groups, and find very rigid constraints that such a chain
must satisfy in order for Indl Resl to be a polynomial in Ind Res. Our rigid constraints
justify the intuition that this property is indeed a very rare and special property.
1 Introduction
There has been an ever-growing importance placed on Induction and Restriction
operators, both in the context of symmetric groups as well as in the more general setting
of chains of algebraic objects. These operators were for example instrumental in the
construction of the PSH algebra structures on the graded representation rings of
symmetric groups and general linear groups over finite fields by Zelevinsky, who in
particular showed that one can form a basis for the representation ring by inducing trivial
representations from products of smaller symmetric groups [1]. Another early example of
a structural property of the Induction Restriction operators is the fact that they form a
Heisenberg Algebra [2]. The categorification of the Heisenberg algebra continues to be a
topic of active interest [3] [4] [5] [6], and wreath products have naturally arisen when
studying Heisenberg algebra structures [7] [8]. Littlewood-Richardson type rules have
been found for wreath products [9]. Nowadays, the branching graph perspective for
symmetric group representation theory in which Induction and Restriction operators play
the central role has been incredibly successful and has now become part of our everyday
thinking ([10] [11] [12]). The idea of Gelfand Tsetlin bases has been extended to a whole
host of other algebraic structures as well, see for example [13] [14]. Considering that
people have been studying structures featuring Induction and Restriction operators for so
long, it is perhaps surprising that a very natural structural question has been overlooked:
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“What happens if the Indl Resl operator is a polynomial in the Ind Res operator?”. It is
the pursuit of this new question which will lead to the fruit that our paper bears.
As advertised in the abstract, we provide elegant new formulas for columns of character
tables for any chain of groups for which the Indl Resl operator is a polynomial in the
Ind Res operator. For symmetric group character theory, this is both a classical topic and
a topic of active research, and various different formulae can be found in [15] [16] [17] [18]
[19] [20]. Whether our method be applied to symmetric groups, wreath products, or other
suitable chains, we believe that our formula is significant for two reasons. Firstly, while
most other formulas produce local information (i.e characters of a particular
representation), our method directly produces global information (i.e entire character
columns). One might therefore believe that our character formulae are well adapted to
study global structures and global asymptotics than other formulae. Secondly, our results
are approachable via a multitude of perspectives: via Tensor structures, via Linear
Algebraic methods, via Probabilistic methods, and via Combinatorial methods:
(1) via Tensor Structures: One of the major open problems in finite group representation
theory and combinatorics is to find a combinatorial interpretation for tensor
decomposition for symmetric groups. Murnaghan asked for such a description in 1938
[21]. On the other hand, computing character columns has a multitude of combinatorial
interpretations, and therefore connecting character theory with tensor structures might
bring us closer to solving the above open problem. A speculation that character theory
might be used to find a combinatorial description for tensor theory can be found in [22].
Since our character formulas connect character structures and tensor structures, one
might speculate that they might prove to be a useful tool to attack the open problem
from the perspective of character theory. However, we must remark that for the most
part, we use the only simplest tensor structure of tensoring with Ind(t)⊗. This suggests
that character theory is somehow equivalent to the simplest tensor structure, and so
justifies the intuition that tensor structure is substantially more complicated than
character theory, which is why the open problem has been eluding us for so long.
(2) via Probabilistic methods: Probabilistic methods have been immensely successful to
study the asymptotic representation theory of symmetric groups, see for example [33] [34]
[35] [36] [37] [38] [39]. There are two key features of our approach that make one hopeful
that one can successfully approach probabilistic questions using our method: (a) Our
method fixes a group element, and simultaneously produces a formula for the
corresponding character column in Gn for every n. This very naturally allows one to take
n to infinity. (b) Our McKay graphs stabilize as n→∞. If we combine this stability
property with a careful analysis of our polynomial coefficients (e.g Stirling numbers for
symmetric groups), one might be able to obtain some interesting results. A completely
different probabilistic approach one might try is to interpret existing asymptotic results
using the formula for character columns that we present. For instance, an ‘asymptotic
factoring’ nature of characters is shown in [33] - it does not seem immediately clear from
our formulation that such a factoring should take place. Since the factoring does take
place, this probably would tell us something about the nature of how certain projection
operators interact with one another asymptotically (which brings us to our next point
about linear algebraic methods).
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(3) via Linear Algebraic methods: As in the abstract, the computation of character
columns requires nothing more than matrix multiplication, and thus we are able to
export a combinatorial problem to a linear algebraic one. One obvious advantage of this
is that our method is easy to code. However, the deeper advantage of this is that it allows
us to study hidden structures in the character theory via linear algebraic techniques. For
example, after we multiply matrices, the resulting operator looks like a generalization of a
projection operator onto a line (it is in fact a projection operator for small cases, but fails
to be a projection operator for larger cases - in larger cases, it projects some subspace
onto the line but not the whole space). We all know that projection operators onto
representations have been thoroughly studied classically and has been extremely fruitful,
for example [23] [24]. But we are not projecting onto representations here - we are
projecting onto character columns. Could there be a powerful theory behind these
projection operators too?
(4) via Combinatorial methods: A very promising feature about the character formulae
for symmetric groups in particular is that the polynomials we obtain are the falling
factorial polynomials, whose coefficients are Stirling numbers of the first kind. These
numbers are among the most widely studied by combinatorists (even today), for instance
see [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31]. If one understands the behavior of these numbers well,
and one also has working knowledge of the McKay graphs of the permutation
representation, one might be able to gain additional insight into character theory for
symmetric groups. For instance, perhaps one could attack questions regarding which
primes divide and do not divide various character columns (asymptotics here have been
studied for example in [32]). Since the asymptotics of Stirling numbers is well studied,
one might combine this knowledge with probabilistic methods to answer asymptotic
questions.
After witnessing the usefulness of our theory for symmetric groups and wreath products,
it is natural to search for other chains of groups {Gn}n≥0 for which an analogous theory
would hold. That is, it is natural to search for “surjective chains” of groups which have
Property (∗):
Property 1.1.
(∗) For every l ∈ N there exists a polynomial fl such that Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res).
However, such chains are rare. The second half of our paper makes this intuition of rarity
precise, by demonstrating that the polynomials fl behave very rigidly. While theorems
such as those in [1] and [2] present algebraic structures that Induction and Restriction
operators respect, this theorem addresses a reverse direction: It demonstrates constraints
which prevent Induction and Restriction from respecting certain algebraic structures.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we describe the setup in which we
will work and state the two theorems that we will present in this paper. In section 3, we
prove the first of our theorems which studies chains of wreath products symmetric
groups: we produce polynomials {fl} such that Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res) and apply them to
deduce information about character theory. In section 4, we consider arbitrary “surjective
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chains of groups” and provide rigid constraints which our chain and polynomials must
satisfy in order for our chain to satisfy Property (∗).
2 Setup and Statements of results
2.1 The setup
The basic object we work with is an infinite chain G = G0 ≤ G1 ≤ G2 ≤ ... of groups,
where ≤ denotes the inclusion maps. Let R(Gn) denote the representation ring of the
group Gn, considered as a Hermitian vector space over C (irreducible representations
form an orthogonal basis). We will need the ground field to be C since characters can be
complex. From the chain of groups we can then form the chain R of representation rings
together with the two operators of induction and restriction:
R := R(G0) R(G1) R(G2) ...
Ind
Res
Ind
Res
Ind
Res
Note that Ind and Res are considered as maps of vector spaces rather than maps of rings,
the reason being that although restrictions respect tensor products, inductions do not. In
this paper, we are interested in obtaining information from restrictions, and so it is of the
utmost importance that the restriction maps above are surjective. The restriction from
the symmetric group to the alternating group Res : R(Sn)→ R(An) is an example of a
restriction which is not surjective, and we wish to exclude such cases. We therefore have
the definition:
Definition 2.1 (Surjective Chain).
A surjective chain of groups {Gn}n≥0 is a sequence of groups such that:
(1) Gn−1 ≤ Gn for all n
(2) Res : R(Gn)→ R(Gn−1) is a surjective linear map for all n
Remark: The condition that Res : R(Gn)→ R(Gn−1) is a surjection is equivalent by
Frobenius reciprocity to the condition that Ind : R(Gn−1)→ R(Gn) is an injection. To
see this, simply note that: Res is not surjective ⇐⇒ there exists some nonzero
representation w ∈ R(Gn−1) which is perpendicular to the image of Res ⇐⇒ there exists
a basis {x1, .., xn} of R(Gn) such that 〈Res(xi), w〉 = 0 for all i ⇐⇒ there exists a basis
{x1, .., xn} of R(Gn) such that 〈xi, Ind(w)〉 = 0 for all i ⇐⇒ Ind(w) = 0 for some
nonzero w ⇐⇒ Ind is not injective.
Let R{l} denote the subchain of R comprising of all components of degree ≥ l, i.e
R{l} = ⊕∞i=lR(Gi). We now consider the family of grading-preserving linear operators
{Indl Resl : R{l} → R{l}}l∈N, where Indl Resl : R(Gn)→ R(Gn) is the operator which
restricts a representation l steps down and then induces the resulting expression l steps
up. That is:
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Indl Resl R(Gn) :=
{
IndGnGn−l Res
Gn
Gn−l if n ≥ l
not defined if n < l
We are now in a position to understand the basic question of this paper: “What happens
if the Indl Resl operator is a polynomial in the Ind Res operator?”. The property that
“Indl Resl operator is a polynomial in the Ind Res operator” means the following: There
exists a polynomial over Q (in fact, over Z as seen from Section 4) depending on l,
fl(X) = c0 + c1X + c2X
2 + ...+ cdX
d such that for any n ≥ l and any representation
u ∈ R(Gn),
Indl Resl = c0u+ c1 Ind Res(u) + c2 Ind Res Ind Res(u) + ...+ cd(Ind Res)
d(u)
where multiplication on the right hand side is of course composition. Another way to
think about the property is that Indl Resl R(Gn) and Ind Res R(Gn) are matrices for every
n ≥ l, and the property above states that there exists a single polynomial fl such that for
all n ≥ l, the matrix Indl Resl R(Gn) is equal to fl applied to the matrix Ind Res R(Gn).
We will be particularly interested in situations where such polynomials exist for all l ∈ N,
i.e Property (∗)
2.2 Notation
The observant reader might already have noticed something unusual in the notation,
namely that we used a smaller case u to denote a representation rather than the more
conventional upper case letters. The reason is twofold:
(a) we are thinking of representations not only as representations, but also as vectors
upon which these linear operators act, and smaller case letters serves both of these
purposes.
(b) We reserve capital letters for representations of the normal subgroup H when
considering wreath products Hn o Sn.
Another very important piece of notation is: we will always notate the Ind Res operator
by X, since this notation allows us to think of the Ind Res as a polynomial entry, a
matrix, and an operator all at once.
The two examples above suggest that we should provide the reader with a systematic
guide to our notation. To this end, we provide below a table of notation which the reader
may find convenient, and may refer back to if needed:
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Table of Notation
Notation What it denotes
Lower case letters such as u,
w, x, y
Representations living in some R(Gn)
Lower case letters with a tilde
such as w˜
If w ∈ R(Gk), w˜ is a lift of w by Restriction that lives in
R(Gn) for some n > k. That is, Res
n−k(w˜) = w
Indk The k-step induction operator Ind
Gn+k
Gn
for all n
Resk The k-step restriction operator Res
Gn+k
Gn
for all n
X The operator Ind Res
δh The column of the character table of Gn associated
with the conjugacy class [h]. As a vector in R(Gn),
δh =
∑
irreps u χu(h)u
tn or t The trivial representation of the group Gn
sn or s The sign representation of the symmetric group Sn
vn or v The standard representation of the symmetric group Sn,
or any nontrivial representation of Gn that appears in the
decomposition of Ind(t)
M(G, u) The McKay graph associated to Group G and represen-
tation u
[h]n, [τ ]n Conjugacy classes of h and τ when considered as an ele-
ment of Gn
2.3 A quick review of the representation theory of wreath products
This subsection will serve as a quick review of the representation theory of wreath
products. We will introduce notation which, in our opinion, is both conceptually clear
and computationally ideal.
In our notation, the irreducible representations of the wreath product Hn o Sn are
denoted by 2× n arrays:
{(
U⊗k11 U
⊗k1
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 λ2 ... λd
)
|{Ui}di=1 are distinct irreps of H,λi is an irrep of Ski for each i
}
The action of Hn o Sn on the array
(
U⊗k11 U
⊗k1
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 λ2 ... λd
)
is as follows: Hn and
Sk1 × ...× Skd both act on U⊗k11 ⊗ U⊗k22 ⊗ ..⊗ U⊗kdd ; Hn acts on each factor and
Sk1 × ...× Skd permutes the factors according to the representation λ1 ⊗ ...⊗ λd. One
then defines:(
U⊗k11 U
⊗k1
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 λ2 ... λd
)
:= IndSnSk1×...×Skd
U⊗k11 ⊗ U⊗k22 ⊗ ..⊗ U⊗kdd
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The branching rule, which plays a crucial role for us, is easy to state using our array
notation:
Ind
((
U⊗k11 U
⊗k1
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 λ2 ... λd
))
=
d∑
i=1
dim(Ui) ·
(
U⊗k11 ... U
⊗(ki+1)
i ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 ... Ind(λi) ... λd
)
Res
((
U⊗k11 U
⊗k1
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 λ2 ... λd
))
=
d∑
i=1
dim(Ui) ·
(
U⊗k11 ... U
⊗(ki−1)
i ... U
⊗kd
d
λ1 ... Res(λi) ... λd
)
The reader should take note that there is a subtle point in the above rule: namely that if
we have a Young diagram with only one box, we may restrict this to a Young diagram
with 0 boxes, and thereby remove the corresponding column.
2.4 A theorem for chains of symmetric groups and wreath products
For any group H, the chain of wreath products {Hn o Sn}n∈N is a surjective chain which
satisfies the Heisenberg algebra property with scaling |H|:
Property 2.2 (Heisenberg algebra property).
A chain of groups {Gn}n≥0 is said to satisfy the Heisenberg algebra property with scaling
M ∈ N if:
Res Ind− Ind Res = M Id
The above property is a stronger version of the weaker property:
Property 2.3 (Weak Heisenberg algebra property).
A chain of groups {Gn}n≥0 is said to satisfy the Weak Heisenberg algebra property with
scaling M ∈ N if:
Res Ind(t)− Ind Res(t) = Mt
where t is the trivial representation of Gn for any n ≥ 1.
The first half of our paper is devoted to proving, understanding, and applying a theorem
that addresses surjective chains of groups {Gn}n∈N that satisfy the Weak Heisenberg
algebra property. For such chains, we present a theorem which identifies polynomials fl
for all l such that Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res) and provides a methodology to deduce columns
of the character table of Gn using the polynomials {fl}l∈N and the character tables of
smaller groups Gk ≤ Gn. We therefore produce new formulae for character columns of
symmetric groups and wreath products. We state the theorem below:
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Theorem 2.4 (Tasyopari Theorem).
(1) Suppose {Gn}n≥0 is a chain of groups (not necessarily surjective) which satisfies the
Weak Heisenberg algebra property with scaling M . Then, for every l ∈ N:
Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res)
where fl is the polynomial given by fl(X) = X(X −M)(X − 2M)...(X − (l − 1)M).
(2) Let {Gn}n≥0 be a surjective chain of groups and suppose that l ∈ N is such that
Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res) for some polynomial fl. Let α ∈ Gk ↪→ Gk+l, and let δα ∈ R(Gk+l)
be the character column of α, that is: δα =
∑
irreps u of Gk+l
χu(α)u. For each representation
w of Gk, let w˜ denote a lift to Gk+l, i.e an element of R(Gk+l) such that Res
l(w˜) = w.
Then:
δα = fl(Ind Res)
 ∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(α) · w˜

(3) Fix any group H. The chain of wreath products {Hn o Sn}n∈N is a surjective chain
which satisfies the Heisenberg algebra property with scaling |H|, and thus, in particular
satisfies the Weak Heisenberg algebra property with scaling |H|. It therefore satisfies the
hypotheses of both (1) and (2).
(4) Consider the chain of symmetric groups {Sn}n∈N. Let τ ∈ Sk ↪→ Sn be an odd
permutation. Let R(Sn)+ be the subspace of R(Sn) spanned by {irreps u |χu((12)) > 0}.
Let pr+ be the orthogonal projection operator onto R(Sn)+. Define:
Y := pr+(t− s) Ind Res R(Sn)+ : R(Sn)+ → R(Sn)+
Then we have the simplified formula:
pr+ δτ = Y (Y − 1)...(Y − (n− k) + 1)
 ∑
irreps w ∈ R(Sk)+
χw(τ)w˜

Some remarks about the theorem:
(1) Explaining the name of the theorem: We named this theorem Tasyopari out of
appreciation of the pedagogical style of the ancient mathematician Bhaskaracharya (1114
- 1185 CE) who composed problems in such a way as to make them fascinating and
experiential, thereby cultivating an interest in the subject matter. Tasyopari means
“On top of it”, and refers to a particular problem in the Lilavati which exemplifies this
wonderful manner of composing problems: There was a snake hole at the foot of a pole 9
cubits tall. On top of the pole sat a domesticated peacock. The peacock saw the snake
crawl towards the post at a distance 27 cubits from the post, pounced on top of it at the
same speed as the snake’s slither, and caught it a certain distance from the pole. Find the
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distance quickly!
(2) Explaining the idea behind the theorem: The basic idea behind this theorem is the
question: “If α ∈ Gk ↪→ Gn, can we somehow reduce the problem of computing the
character column δα of Gn to a problem in Gk?”. A first approach might be to just
consider restrictions alone: since restrictions preserve character values, we may compute
that χu(α) = χResGnGk u
(α). However, ResGnGk is a problematic operator because is a very
global operator which takes a large n and pushes R(Gn) into a much smaller R(Gk). Our
basic idea was: Can we somehow replace this global operator with a local operator? We
achieve this through the Ind Res operator which just moves down one ring and moves
back up - and thus is local in the sense that this operator does not involve Gk at all; it
only involves Gn and Gn−1. The local nature of Ind Res allows one to easily write down
its matrix and compute with it via standard matrix multiplication. However, we had a
global operator earlier, and this “global-ness” cannot possibly disappear. We see the
global nature reappearing in the formula via the lifts w˜ - however, the big difference is
that we only need to lift representations of Gk (which are a relatively small number of
representations for k << n). Hence we are able to contain the “global-ness” to a very
manageable amount.
(3) How does one construct the lift w˜? There are systematic lifting procedures that
enable one to easily construct lifts, and we have dedicated a subsection to this question.
(4) This theorem can be thought of as a way to compute characters using ring structure:
You might recall a standard exercise in representation theory that
U ⊗ Ind(W ) = Ind(Res(U)⊗W ). Take W = t (the trivial representation of the
subgroup) and U = u (some arbitrary representation of our group). We then see that:
u⊗ Ind(t) = Ind Res(u). That is:
Observation 2.5.
Let H ≤ G be a subgroup and let t be the trivial representation of H. Then,
IndGH Res
G
H = Ind(t)⊗
Therefore, Ind Res can be thought of as the operator Ind(t)⊗, and so can be simply
thought of as the element Ind(t) in the representation ring (R(Gn),⊗). Our theorem
gives expressions for the character table columns in terms of a polynomial in Ind Res
which translates to sums of tensor powers of Ind(t).
(5) Why does it suffice to consider R(Sn)+ for odd permutations? If τ is an odd
permutation and r is a reflexive representation (i.e a symmetric Young diagram), then
χr(τ) = 0. Furthermore, for every non-reflexive representation of R(Sn) u, either
u ∈ R(Sn)+ or su ∈ R(Sn)+ (s is the sign representation). If u ∈ R(Sn)+ then there is
nothing more to say, and if su ∈ R(Sn)+ then note that χsu(τ) = χs(τ)χu(τ) = −χu(τ).
Therefore, the restricted character column δτ R(Sn)+ completely determines the whole
character column δτ .
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2.5 A constaint theorem for arbitrary surjective chains
After witnessing the usefulness of the Tasyopari theorem in the context of symmetric
groups and wreath products, it is but natural for one to wonder whether one can find
polynomials for other chains of groups in order to use them to understand the character
theory for those chains of groups. A trivial example of another chain of groups for which
polynomials exist is the constant chain at a fixed group G, i.e set Gn = G for all n. Here,
Induction and Restriction are both the identity and so clearly Indl Resl = Ind Res. Thus,
if we set fl(X) = X for all l, then we have that Ind
l Resl = fl(Ind Res). However, this
example is not very interesting. If one tries to construct other non-trivial examples, one
will gain the intuition that the property that Indl Resl is a polynomial in the Ind Res
operator is somewhat of a magical property and is very rare. The theorem that we will
state in this subsection justifies this intuition by demonstrating that the polynomials fl
behave very rigidly.
Theorem 2.6 (JeongHa Theorem).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups such that there exists polynomials
{fl}l≥1 such that Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res). Then:
(1) For any n ≥ l and h ∈ Gn−l, fl satisfies the conjugacy class constraint
fl
( |Gn| · |[h]n−1|
|Gn−1| · |[h]n|
)
= fl(χInd(t)(h)) =
|Gn| · |[h]n−l|
|Gn−l| · |[h]n|
where [h]j denotes the conjugacy class of h ∈ Gj .
(2) Define an =
|Gn|
|Gn−1| . Then, {an}n∈N is an infinite set. Moreover, there exists two
parameters B,C ∈ Z such that for all n, an = Ban−1 + C.
(3) The two parameters B and C from Part (2) completely determine the polynomials
{fl}l∈N. fl can be expressed in terms of these parameters as:
fl(X) =
1
B
l(l−1)
2
X(X−C)(X− [1 +B]C)(X− [1 +B+B2]C)...(X− [1 +B+ ....+Bl−2]C)
(4) In the special case where G0 = {1}, the roots of fl are precisely the non-identity
character values of X = Ind(t) ∈ R(Gl) (i.e the character values other than dim(Ind(t))).
Some remarks about the theorem:
(1) Explaining the name of the theorem: The name is a reference to a mid 17th century
Joseon mathematician Hong JeongHa. (Joseon Dynasty ruled the Korean Peninsula from
1392 to 1910). In the book “Gu-ll-Jip”, he worked on finding solutions of higher order
polynomials.
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(2) The two parameter family: A consequence of the JeongHa Theorem is that whenever
a surjective chain satisfies Property (∗), the polynomials fl belong to a two-parameter
family of polynomials and the parameters are integers (B and C). This is certainly a very
rigid constraint. Moreover, from the Tasyopari Theorem, we know that there exist chains
for any possible value of C. An interesting question is: Can we construct surjective chains
satisfying Property (∗) such that B varies? Or is B = 1 is forced?
(3) Any given fk determines every fl: From the explicit formulae in Part (3) of the
JeongHa Theorem, we can see that knowledge of any given fk uniquely determines the
two parameters B and C, and therefore determines every fl. This is the strongest form of
interdependence that one could possibly hope for.
(4) Reading off polynomials from three successive values: an, an+1, an+2: It is perhaps
remarkable that if we have the orders of four consecutive groups Gn−1, Gn, Gn+1, Gn+2,
this is enough to determine fl for all l. This should give the reader the intuition that the
sequence {fl}l∈N behaves very rigidly. Indeed note that
an+1 = Ban + C =⇒ C = an+1 −Ban, and thus,
an+2 = Ban+1 +C = (B + 1)an+1 −Ban =⇒ B(an+1 − an) = (an+2 − an+1), and thus B
is uniquely determined, since one can show that an+1 6= an for non-constant chains. And
likewise C is uniquely determined.
(5) Predicting the polynomials for wreath products from dimensions: For the chain of
wreath products {Hn o Sn}n∈N, an = n|H|. One may observe that an = an−1 + |H|. The
constants B and C in Part (2) of JeongHa Theorem are then 1 and |H| respectively, and
Part (3) therefore informs us that if {Hn o Sn}n∈N satisfies Property (∗), then
fl(X) = X(X − |H|)(X − 2|H|)...(X − (l − 1)|H|).
(6) Predicting the falling factorial polynomials via character values: It is worthwhile to
note that we can also predict the polynomials using Part (4) of JeongHa Theorem. For
simplicity we will discuss the chain of symmetric groups {Sn}n∈N. Since S1 = {1}, Part
(4) of JeongHa Theorem informs us that the roots of the polynomial fl are precisely the
non-identity eigenvalues of X = Ind(t) ∈ R(Sl+1). These eigenvalues are the characters of
the permutation representation of Sl+1, which are obtained by counting fixed points of
Sl+1 action on {1, 2, ..., l + 1}. The possible number of fixed points a non-identity
permutation can have belongs to {1, 2, 3, .., l − 1}, and we therefore know that fl is a
multiple of the falling factorial polynomial X(X − 1)...(X − (l − 1)). Dimension counting
is enough to show that this multiple is 1.
3 Studying chains of wreath products {Hn o Sn}n∈N
Let H be any group and let Sn be the symmetric group. Sn acts on H
n by permuting the
summands and the resulting semidirectproduct Hn o Sn is called a wreath product. We
may therefore consider the chain of wreath products {Hn o Sn}n∈N. Our goal in this
section is to understand and prove the Tasyopari Theorem. Special emphasis will be
given to the chain of symmetric groups, which corresponds to the chain where H = {1}.
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3.1 Finding polynomials {fl} such that Indl Resl = fl(IndRes)
This subsection will essentially be devoted to proving Parts (1) and (3) of Tasyopari
Theorem. Since we are approching the problem from the perspective of {Hn o Sn}n∈N, it
is natural to observe some concrete facts about {Hn o Sn}n∈N first.
Lemma 3.1 (Surjectivity of wreath product chains).
{Hn o Sn}n∈N is a surjective chain.
Proof: We refer the reader to our subsection on systematic lifting procedures. In that
subsection, we begin with an arbitrary representation w ∈ Hk o Sk and produce an
element w˜ ∈ Hn o Sn such that Resn−k w˜ = w. If we perform our construction with
n = k + 1, we obtain that Res is surjective as desired. 
The next Lemma is known by those who study Heisenberg algebras, but we provide a
proof nevertheless to make this paper self contained. We will use our array notation from
section 2.3.
Lemma 3.2 (Heisenberg algebra property of wreath products).
{Hn o Sn}n∈N satisfies the Heisenberg algebra property with scaling |H|.
Proof: Let
(
U⊗k11 U
⊗k2
2 · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 λ2 · · · λd
)
be any irreducible representation of Hn o Sn. We
use the branching rule to show the following equation for Res Ind.
Res Ind
((
U⊗k11 U
⊗k2
2 · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 λ2 · · · λd
))
= Res
(
d∑
i=1
dim(Ui) ·
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗ki+1i · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · Ind(λi) · · · λd
))
=
∑
i 6=j
dim(Ui) dim(Uj)
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗ki+1i · · · U⊗kj−1j · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · Ind(λi) · · · Res(λj) · · · λd
)
+
∑
i=j
dim(Ui)
2
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗kii · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · Res Ind(λi) · · · λd
)
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We also observe that the following equation holds for Ind Res.
Ind Res
((
U⊗k11 U
⊗k2
2 · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 λ2 · · · λd
))
= Ind
(
d∑
i=1
dim(Ui) ·
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗ki−1i · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · Res(λi) · · · λd
))
=
∑
i 6=j
dim(Ui) dim(Uj)
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗ki−1i · · · U⊗kj+1j · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · Res(λi) · · · Ind(λj) · · · λd
)
+
∑
i=j
dim(Ui)
2
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗kii · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · Ind Res(λi) · · · λd
)
Notice that the summands for i 6= j for both Res Ind and Ind Res are identical. Hence,
the Heisenberg algebra property of {Sn}n∈N implies the following equation.
(Res Ind− Ind Res)
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · λd
)
=
d∑
i=1
dim(Ui)
2
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗kii · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · (Res Ind− Ind Res)(λi) · · · λd
)
=
d∑
i=1
dim(Ui)
2
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗kii · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · λi · · · λd
)
= |H|
(
U⊗k11 · · · U⊗kdd
λ1 · · · λd
)

Now that we have observed that the wreath product chain {Hn o Sn}n∈N satisfies the
Weak Heisenberg algebra property with scaling |H|, we will prove Part (1) of Tasyopari
Theorem, which we now know is relevant for this chain.
Lemma 3.3 (Tasyopari Theorem Part (1)).
Suppose {Gn}n≥0 is a chain of groups which satisfies the Weak Heisenberg algebra property
with scaling M . Then, for every l ∈ N:
Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res)
where fl is the polynomial given by fl(X) = X(X −M)(X − 2M)...(X − (l − 1)M).
Proof:
For each k ∈ {1, 2, .., l}, consider the operator
r
(l)
k := [Ind
l−k(Indk−1(t)⊗ Ind(t))− (k − 1)M · Indl−1(t))]⊗
(i.e r
(l)
k is a left multiplication operator on each representation ring)
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Using Observation 2.5, we may observe that:
r
(l)
1 = [Ind
l−1(Ind(t))− 0]⊗ = Indl(t)⊗ = Indl Resl
r
(l)
l = [Ind
l−1(t)⊗ Ind(t)− (l − 1)M · Indl−1(t)]⊗ = Indl−1 Resl−1(Ind Res−(l − 1)M)
Therefore, if we prove that r
(l)
1 = r
(l)
l for every l, then by induction on l we would prove
the result. It therefore suffices to prove that for any k ∈ {1, 2, .., l}, r(l)k = r(l)k+1. We
notate ⊗ by multiplication for ease (it is after all the ring multiplication, and there is no
other multiplicative operator over this ring because multiplying by a scalar is equivalent
to tensoring with a scalar multiple of the trivial representation).
r
(l)
k = [Ind
l−k(Indk−1(t) · Ind(t))− (k − 1)M · Indl−1(t)]⊗
= [Indl−k(Indk−1(t) · [Res Ind(t)−Mt])− (k − 1)M · Indl−1(t)]⊗
= [Indl−(k+1) Ind(Indk−1(t) · [Res Ind(t)−Mt])− (k − 1)M · Indl−1(t)]⊗
= [Indl−(k+1)(Indk Resk Ind(t)−M Indk(t))− (k − 1)M · Indl−1(t)]⊗
= [Indl−(k+1)(Indk(t) · Ind(t))− kM · Indl−1(t)]⊗
= r
(l)
k+1
In the above, the second line was by the Weak Heisenberg algebra property, and the
fourth and fifth lines used Observation 2.5.
Hence, we have proved that for any l ∈ N, r(l)k = r(l)k+1 for every k ∈ {1, ..., l}. We therefore
conclude that for every l ∈ N, r(l)1 = r(l)l , which proves the result.

3.2 Systematic lifting procedures
A key idea that goes into Part (2) of Tasyopari Theorem is the idea of taking lifts. Given
an irreducible representation w in R(Gk), we want to construct a lift w˜ ∈ R(Gn) such
that Resn−k w˜ = w. This is possible because, for surjective chains, restriction is surjective
by definition. This is not a cumbersome process since there are only k! representations to
lift, which is relatively insignificant when k << n. Moreover, for chains of symmetric
groups and chains of wreath products, it is possible to lift a representation from R(Gk) to
R(Gn) for all n simultaneously. In this subsection, we will describe a systematic lifting
process for symmetric group chains and more generally wreath product chains.
A systematic lifting procedure for symmetric group representations
The procedure is as follows:
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(a) Define the partial ordering < on representations of Sk by counting all the boxes that
do not belong to the first row. That is, set w1 < w2 if w1 contains fewer boxes below the
first row than w2
(b) We begin with a representation w of Sk. Extend the first row of u by attaching n− k
boxes to the first row. The resulting is a representation w′ of Sn
(c) Observe that Resn−k(w′) contains exactly one copy of w in its decomposition,
corresponding to removing the boxes in the first row.
(d) Observe that all of the other representations of Sk that appear Res
n−k(u′) are < w
with respect to the ordering in (a)
(e) We therefore can apply an inductive process using <.
An example to illustrate the procedure above:
Consider the representation p = ∈ R(S5). We first attach on n− 5 boxes to the top
bar of p to get a Young diagram that looks like . When we restrict this, we get
one copy of p, but we also get other representations:
(•) There are (n−51 ) ways of getting v = (since we may choose one step out of n− 5
steps to remove a box from the second row)
(•) And similarly, there are (n−52 ) ways of of getting the trivial representation t.
Thus, p lifts to
p˜ = p−(n−51 )v˜−(n−52 )t˜ = p−(n−5)(v−(n−5)t)− (n−5)(n−6)2 t = p−(n−5)v+ 12(n−5)(n−4)t
It should be clear from this example that we can simultaneously lift a representation of
Sk to every Sn.
A systematic lifting procedure for wreath product representations
We will use the array notation from our section reviewing the representation theory of
wreath products.
The procedure is as follows:
(a) For a Young diagram λ let B(λ) denote the number of boxes of λ and let B′(λ)
denote the number of boxes of λ below the top row.
(b) Define the partial ordering < on representations of Hk o Sk by the following rule:
(
U⊗l11 U
⊗l2
2 ... U
⊗ld
d
λ1 λ2 ... λd
)
<
(
U⊗k11 U
⊗k2
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
µ1 µ2 ... µd
)
if either of the following holds:
(1) B′(λ1) < B′(µ1) and B(λi) ≤ B(µi) for all i ≥ 2.
(2) B′(λ1) ≤ B′(µ1), B(λi) ≤ B(µi) for all i ≥ 2, and B(λi) < B(µi) for at least one i ≥ 2.
where a subtle point is that we allow µi = 0 or λi = 0 (the Young diagram with 0 boxes),
since our Branching rule allows us to restrict a Young diagram with only one box to
obtain the Young diagram with 0 boxes, which corresponds to removing the
corresponding column.
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(c) We begin with a representation w =
(
U⊗k11 U
⊗k2
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
µ1 µ2 ... µd
)
of Hk o Sk. Extend
the first row of µ1 by attaching n− k boxes to the first row, and call the resulting Young
diagram by µ′1. Consider the element
w′ =
1
dim(U1)n−k
(
U
⊗(k1+(n−k))
1 U
⊗k1
2 ... U
⊗kd
d
µ′1 µ2 ... µd
)
∈ R(Hn o Sn)
(d) Observe that Resn−k(w′) contains exactly one copy of w in its decomposition,
corresponding to removing the boxes in the first row of µ1.
(e) Observe that all of the other representations of Sk that appear Res
n−k(u′) are < w
with respect to the ordering in (a)
(f) We therefore can apply an inductive process using <.
An example to illlustrate the procedure above:
We will use the array notation from section 2.3. Let 1 and −1 be the representations of
Z /2Z . We will lift the representation
(
1 −1
t t
)
∈ R((Z /2Z)2 o S2) to R((Z /2Z)n o Sn)
via our systematic lifting procedure. The first step is to consider the representation(
1⊗(n−1) −1
t t
)
∈ R((Z /2Z)n o Sn), and observe that:
Resn−2
(
1⊗(n−1) −1
t t
)
=
(
1 −1
t t
)
+ (n− 2)
(
1⊗2
t
)
since there are
(
n−2
1
)
= (n− 2) ways to remove a box from the second column (one way
for each step).
Since
(
1⊗2
t
)
is the trivial representation, which lifts to the trivial representation
(
1⊗n
t
)
,
we conclude that:
(
1 −1
t t
)
lifts to
(
1⊗(n−1) −1
t t
)
− (n− 2)
(
1⊗n
t
)
3.3 Exhibiting some formulae for symmetric group character columns
If we set H = {1}, we obtain the chain of symmetric groups {Sn}n∈N. By Part (1) of
Tasyopari Theorem, we know that the chain of symmetric groups satisfies property 4.1
with fl(X) = (X)l, where (X)l is the falling factorial polynomial. In this subsection, we
will exhibit some formulae for symmetric group character columns using Part (2) of
Tasyopari Theorem. Among other things, this will help us understand how to use Part
(2) of the theorem.
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Let τ ∈ Sk ↪→ Sn. Recall that we consider the character column δτ as an element of
R(Sn) via δτ =
∑
irreducible representations u of Sn
χu(τ)u. For the reader’s convenience, we
state the formula from Part (2) of Tasyopari Theorem in our context:
δτ = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− k) + 1)
 ∑
irreducible representations w of Sk
χw(τ)w˜

Formula for δ()
Let us start with the character column at the identity
δ() = C[Sn] =
∑
u dim(u)u ∈ R(Sn). Observe that () ∈ S1, and there is only one
representation of S1, the trivial representation t, which lifts to t (In case our notational
abuse is unclear: the first t means the trivial representation in S1 and the second t means
the trivial representation of Sn. We will frequently do this kind of notational abuse).
Since χt(()) = 1, we therefore conclude from the above formula that:
δ() = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 1) + 1)t = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 2))t
Remark: If we think of X = Ind(t) and think of the above as tensor products, we may
notice that tensoring with the trivial representation does nothing, and so one might
rewrite the above as: δ() = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 1) + 1)t = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 2)).
However, one should be careful to not interpret the above as a matrix. It is a vector. To
avoid confusion, we will therefore stick to the first convention.
Formula for δ(12)
(12) ∈ S2 ↪→ Sn, and S2 has two representations t and s. t lifts to t and s lifts to s.
Moreover, χt((12)) = 1 and χs((12)) = −1. We therefore see that the character column of
Sn that corresponds to the conjugacy class of (12) is:
δ(12) = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 3))(t− s)
Formula for δ(123)
(123) ∈ S3 ↪→ Sn, and S3 has three representations t, s, and v. t lifts to t, s lifts to s, and
v lifts to v − (n− 3)t (since Res(v) = t+ v). Observe that to compute the lift of v, we
made use of our systematic lifting procedure. Observe that for representations of S3,
χt(123) = χs(123) = 1, and χv(123) = −1. Thus,
δ(123) = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 4))(t+ s− (v − (n− 3)t))
= X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 4))((n− 2)t+ s− v)
Formula for δ(12345)
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Rather than going systematically, we thought it might be more instructive to provide one
example of a “slightly larger conjugacy class”. (12345) ∈ S5 ↪→ Sn. The representations
of S5 are: t, v, , , s⊗ , s⊗ v, s. To abbreviate notation, we will notate the
above representations by (respectively) t, v, p,∧2, sp, sv, s. For each of these
representations, we get a representation of Sn by stacking n− 5 boxes to the top row of
the Young diagram, and we will abuse notation a little by notating those different
representations of Sn also by the same letters. For example, we will denote both
∈ R(S5) and ∈ R(S9) by the same letter p.
Our first step is to compute lifts. Define R(S5)≥0 := {irreps w of S5 |χw(12) ≥ 0}. For
w ∈ R(S5)≥0, we will lift w via our systematic lifting procedure. For any other
representation w′, we may observe that sw′ ∈ R(S5)≥0 and w˜′ = s · ˜(sw′). We then obtain
the following table of lifts:
Table of Lifts for representations of S5
Representation Lift
t t
v v − (n− 5)t
p p− (n− 5)v + 12(n− 5)(n− 4)t
∧2 ∧2 − (n− 5)v + 12(n− 5)(n− 4)t
sp sp− (n− 5)sv + 12(n− 5)(n− 4)s
sv sv − (n− 5)s
s s
From the character table for S5, we know that χt(12345) = χs(12345) = χ∧2(12345) = 1,
χp(12345) = χsp(12345) = 0, χv(12345) = χsv(12345) = −1. Therefore,
∑
irreps w of Sk
χw(12345)w˜ = t+ s+ ∧2 − (n− 5)v + 1
2
(n− 5)(n− 4)t− (v − (n− 5)t)− (sv − (n− 5)s)
=
1
2
(n− 3)(n− 4)t− (n− 4)v + ∧2 − sv + (n− 4)s
Therefore:
δ(12345) = X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 6))(
1
2
(n− 3)(n− 4)t− (n− 4)v + ∧2 − sv + (n− 4)s)
Table of formulae for character columns coming from permutations that live in Sk for k ≤ 5
We conclude this subsection with a table of formulas for δτ for all permutations τ ∈ Sk
for k ≤ 5
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Table of formulae for character columns coming from permutations which live in Sk ≤ S5
Permutation τ Formula for δτ (for every n > k)
() X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 2))t
(12) X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 3))(t− s)
(123) X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 4))((n− 2)t+ s− v)
(12)(34) X(X−1)...(X−(n−5))((n2−5n+5)t−(2n−7)v+2p−sv+(n−4)s)
(1234) X(X − 1)...(X − (n− 5))((n− 3)(t− s)− (v − sv))
(123)(45) X(X−1)...(X−(n−6))( (n−3)(n−4)2 (t−s)−(n−4)(v−sv)+(p−sp))
(12345) X(X−1)...(X−(n−6))( (n−3)(n−4)2 t−(n−4)v+∧2−sv+(n−4)s)
3.4 A concrete example where we deduce a symmetric group character
column explicitly
In the previous subsection, we demonstrated how to use Tasyopari Theorem to obtain
formulae for character columns. In this subsection, we will plug the Ind Res matrix into a
formula and obtain a character column explicitly. In particular, we will compute δ(123) of
S6.
The representations of S6 are t, v, , , , s⊗ , s⊗ , s⊗ v, s, and we
will refer to them (respectively) as: t, v, p,∧2, b, r, sb, s∧2, sp, sv, s.
The first thing we will do is draw the McKay graph M(S6, X). Recall that a McKay
Graph is a graph that describes how tensor products decompose. The vertices of the
graph M(G,V ) are the irreducible representations of G, and the number of edges from U
to W are 〈U ⊗ V,W 〉. Although this is, strictly speaking, an extraneous construct, we
argue that it is insightful to draw the McKay graph because:
(a) It serves as a visual aid and is therefore very useful for building intuition.
(b) Counting paths and estimating numbers of paths on the McKay graph might play a
crucial role in combinatorial or probabilistic extensions of this paper .
(c) McKay graphs will play a central role in the proof of Part (4) of Tasyopari Theorem
In our case, X = Ind(t) = Ind Res and so we may easily construct the McKay graph
M(S6, X) using the Branching Rule. For example,
Ind Res( ) = Ind( + ) = ( + + ) + ( + + )
and therefore, Xp = 2p+ v + b+ ∧2 + r. The reader may verify that we obtain the
following graph:
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tv
p
∧2
b
r
sb
s∧2
sp
sv
s
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1 1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
X is then the transition matrix of the above graph which is given by:
M =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

As we saw in the previous subsection , Tasyopari Theorem tells us that:
δ(123) = X(X − 1)....(X − (n− 4))((n− 2)t+ s− v)
= X(X − 1)....(X − (n− 4)) ·

n− 2
−1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

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If we plug the matrix of X into the above equation, we get our answer:
δ(123) =

1
2
0
1
−1
−2
−1
1
0
2
1

3.5 Exhibiting some formulae for character columns of the wreath
product {±1}n o Sn
Formulae for δe = C[{±1}n o Sn] and δ((−1,1,1,...,1),())
We will let ±1 also denote the representations of the group {±1}, but it will be clear
when we are referring to a group element and when we are referring to a representation.
{±1}1 o S1 ∼= {±1} has two representations,
(
1
t
)
and
(−1
t
)
, where we have used array
notation as in our section 2.3.
(
1
t
)
is the trivial representation which lifts to the trivial
representation
(
1⊗n
t
)
∈ R({±1}n o Sn).
(−1
t
)
lifts to
(
(−1)⊗n
t
)
, as can be seen
directly or by our systematic lifting procedure.
The characters of representations of {±1}1 o S1 are:
χ1
t
((1), ()) = χ1
t
((−1), ()) = χ−1
t
((1), ()) = 1
χ−1
t
((−1), ()) = −1
Therefore, Parts (1) and (2) of Tasyopari Theorem inform us that:
δe = X(X − 2)(X − 4)...(X − 2(n− 2))(
(
1⊗n
t
)
+
(
(−1)⊗n
t
)
)
and
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δ((−1,1,1,...,1),()) = X(X − 2)(X − 4)...(X − 2(n− 2))(
(
1⊗n
t
)
−
(
(−1)⊗n
t
)
)
Formulae for δ((−1,−1,1,...,1),()), δ((1,1,1,...,1),(12)), δ((−1,1,1,...,1),(12))
Using section 2.3, it is not hard to write down the representations and construct the
character table of {±1}2 o S2. It is:
Character table for {±1}2 o S2
e ((−1, 1), ()) ((−1,−1), ()) ((1, 1), (12)) ((−1, 1), (12))(
1⊗2
t
)
1 1 1 1 1
(
1 −1
t t
)
2 0 -2 0 0
(
1⊗2
s
)
1 1 1 -1 -1
(
(−1)⊗2
t
)
1 -1 1 1 -1
(
(−1)⊗2
s
)
1 -1 1 -1 1
Given any one dimensional representation U of H, it is not hard to see from the
Branching rule that
(
U⊗k
t
)
∈ R(Hk o Sk) lifts to
(
U⊗n
t
)
∈ R(Hn o Sn) and(
U⊗k
s
)
∈ R(Hk o Sk) lifts to
(
U⊗k
s
)
∈ R(Hn o Sn). Therefore, we already know all lifts
except for the lift of
(
1 −1
t t
)
. This can be done via our systematic lifting procedure,
and we obtain that
(
1 −1
t t
)
lifts to
(
1⊗(n−1) −1
t t
)
− (n− 2)
(
1⊗n
t
)
.
Therefore, by Parts (1) and (2) of Tasyopari Theorem, we have that:
δ((−1,−1,1,...,1),()) = X(X − 2)...(X − 2(n− 3)) ·
[
(2n− 3)
(
1⊗n
t
)
− 2
(
1⊗(n−1) −1
t t
)
+
(
1⊗n
s
)
+
(
(−1)⊗n
t
)
+
(
(−1)⊗n
s
)]
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δ((1,1,1,...,1),(12)) = X(X − 2)...(X − 2(n− 3)) ·
[(
1⊗n
t
)
−
(
1⊗n
s
)
+
(
(−1)⊗n
t
)
−
(
(−1)⊗n
s
)]
δ((−1,1,1,...,1),(12)) = X(X − 2)...(X − 2(n− 3)) ·
[(
1⊗n
t
)
−
(
1⊗n
s
)
−
(
(−1)⊗n
t
)
+
(
(−1)⊗n
s
)]
3.6 Proving Part (2) of Tasyopari Theorem
The previous few subsections demonstrate particular examples of Part (2) of Tasyopari
Theorem, which gives a formula for character table columns in terms of the
representation theory of smaller groups of our chain and the Ind Res operator. The reader
is hopefully convinced by now that it is a very useful result. In this subsection we will
prove the result, which will not be hard since we are accustomed to all the key ideas. For
the reader’s convenience, we will restate it below:
Theorem 3.4 (Part (2) of Tasyopari Theorem).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a surjective chain of groups and suppose that l ∈ N is such that Indl Resl =
fl(Ind Res) for some polynomial fl. Let α ∈ Gk ↪→ Gk+l, and let δα ∈ R(Gn) be the
character column of α, that is: δα =
∑
irreducible representations u of Sk+l
χu(α)u. For each
representation w of Sk, let w˜ denote a lift to Sk+l, i.e an element of R(Gk+l) such that
Resl(w˜) = w. Then:
δα = fl(Ind Res)
 ∑
irreducible representations w of Gk
χw(α)w˜

Proof: Observe that since α ∈ Gk ↪→ Gn, and since restrictions preserve character values,
we have that for every u ∈ R(Gn), χu(α) = χResu(α). Now we replace this global
restriction operator with the local Ind Res operator as follows:
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χResn−k u(α) =
∑
irreps w of Gk
〈Resn−k u,w〉χw(α)
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(α)〈u, Indn−k w〉
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(α)〈u, Indn−k Resn−k w˜〉
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(α)〈u, fl(Ind Res)w˜〉
= 〈fl(Ind Res)
 ∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(α)w˜
 , u〉
In the above, the second line followed from Frobenius reciprocity, the third line was from
the definition of the lift w˜, and the fourth line was from our hypothesis.
We therefore have that 〈δα, u〉 = 〈
∑
irreducible representations w of Gk
χw(α)fl(Ind Res)w˜, u〉
for all u. We therefore conclude that:
δα = fl(Ind Res)
 ∑
irreducible representations w of Gk
χw(α)w˜

which proves the result. 
3.7 A simplification for odd permutations
Consider the chain of symmetric groups {Sn}n∈N, and let τ ∈ Sk be an odd permutation.
In this subsection, we will prove a simplified formula for δτ which is important for two
reasons:
(a) It incorporates the natural symmetry of the McKay graph, and is thus the first
example of how properties of McKay graphs can be used to deduce further information.
(b) When one tries to find hidden structures in symmetric group character theory using
our method in conjunction with probabilistic or combinatorial methods, one might find it
difficult to keep track of the addition and subtraction of path counts from opposite sides
of the McKay graph. The simplified formula allows one to avoid starting paths from
opposite sides of the McKay graph. This is particularly encouraging for probabilistic
ideas, because the McKay graphs stabilize from the perspective of a single side.
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Theorem 3.5 (Part (4) of Tasyopari Theorem).
Consider the chain of symmetric groups {Sn}n∈N. Let τ ∈ Sk ↪→ Sn be an odd permutation.
Let R(Sn)+ be the subspace of R(Sn) spanned by {irreps u |χu((12)) > 0}. Let pr+ be the
projection operator onto R(Sn)+. Define:
Y := pr+(t− s) Ind Res R(Sn)+ : R(Sn)+ → R(Sn)+
Then we have the simplified formula:
pr+ δτ = Y (Y − 1)...(Y − (n− k) + 1)
 ∑
irreducible representations w ∈ R(Sk)+
χw(τ)w˜

Proof:
We will prove this alongside an example, since the proof will be otherwise hard to follow.
Let τ be an odd permuation, note that for any representation w of Sk, χsw(τ) = −χw(τ)
since χs(τ) = −1. When we lift w, this property is preserved and thus,∑
w χw(τ)w˜ =
∑
irreps x of Sn
cx(x− sx) for some constants {cx}x. Therefore, by Parts (1)
and (2) of Tasyopari Theorem, χu(τ) =
∑
x cx[〈x, (X)n−ku〉 − 〈sx, (X)n−ku〉] for any
representation u ∈ R(Sn), where (X)n−k denotes the falling factorial polynomial. We
may expand (X)n−ku as a sum of terms of the form Xiu, and observe that for any
irreducible representation y ∈ R(Sn), 〈Xiu, y〉 is the number of paths of length i on our
McKay graph M(Sn, X) that originate at u and end at y. The idea behind Part (4) of
Tasyopari Theorem is that we can pair up certain paths that go from u to x and u to sx
for every x and the contributions from those paths will cancel. We will work through the
concrete example of the McKay graph M(S6, X) which is depicted below:
t
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2
1
1
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Let r be a reflexive representation (i.e a symmetric Young diagram). The first
observation is that, using the symmetry of M(Sn, X), we can pair up paths from u to x of
length i that go through r with paths from u to sx of length i that go through r.
Therefore, to compute the character column of an odd permutation, we may delete all
edges to reflexive representations on our McKay graph:
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1
Suppose that we have an edge between y and z for y, z ∈ R(Sn)+.
First consider the case when y = z. Observe then that paths of length i from u to x that
traverse through the self loop at y can be paired with paths of length i from u to x that
traverse from y to sy. Therefore, for any y ∈ R(Sn)+, we may delete pairs of edges
E(y, y) and E(y, sy).
If y 6= z, then paths of length i from u to x that traverse the edge (y, z) comprise of paths
of length i that traverse from y to z the first time it traverses the edge, and paths of
length i that traverse from z to y the first time it traverses the edge. If we have an edges
between y and sz and between z and sy, then paths that traverse from y to z for the first
time can be paired with paths that traverse from y to sz at that time and paths that
traverse from z to y for the first time can be paired with paths that traverse from y to z
at that time. Therefore, if y 6= z, then we may delete the triple of edges
E(y, z), E(y, sz), E(z, sy).
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And we are therefore left with a smaller “reduced McKay graph” that can be used to
compute character columns of odd permutations:
t
v
p
∧2
b
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
Firstly, note that that the vertices of this new McKay graph are the irreducible
representations of R(Gn)+. As we mentioned in Remark (6) after the theorem in Section
2, character values on R(G+) determine all character information, because characters of
reflective representations are zero for odd permutations, and the remaining
representations are of the form su for u ∈ R(Gn)+, and so we can compute those
characters by just taking the negative of the character of u.
Secondly, note that we may explicitly write down the transition matrix as:
Y (x, y) = X(x, y)−X(x, sy) = 〈Xx, y〉 − 〈Xx, sy〉 = 〈Xx, y〉 − 〈sXx, y〉 = (t− s)X(x, y).
Therefore, the transition matrix is: Y = pr+(t− s)X. This completes the proof of Part
(4) of Tasyopari Theorem.
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3.8 Computing with our simplified formula for odd conjugacy classes
Part (4) of Tasyopari Theorem gives us a simplified formula to compute character
columns of odd permutations of the symmetric group chain. In this subsection, we will
demonstrate how to compute with this simplified formula. We will compute character
columns of S6. Recall that Y : R(Sn)+ → R(Sn)+ is the operator given by
Y = pr+(t− s) Ind Res R(Sn)+ . We consider the basis of R(S6)+ given by:
t, v, , , . With respect to this basis, the reader can verify that the matrix
we obtain is:
Y := pr+(t− s) Ind Res R(S6)+ =

1 1 0 0 0
1 2 1 1 0
0 1 2 1 1
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1
 .
Thus, we may compute character columns via our simplified formula:
pr+δ(12) = Y (Y − 1)(Y − 2)(Y − 3)(t)
=

1 3 3 2 1
3 9 9 6 3
3 9 9 6 3
2 6 6 4 2
1 3 3 2 1


1
0
0
0
0
 =

1
3
3
2
1

pr+δ(1234) = Y (Y − 1)(1 ∗ t+ (−1) ∗ (v − 2t))
= Y (Y − 1)(3t− v)
=

1 2 1 1 0
2 5 4 3 1
1 4 5 3 2
1 3 3 2 1
0 1 2 1 1


3
−1
0
0
0
 =

1
1
−1
0
−1

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pr+δ(12)(345) = Y (1 ∗ t+ (−1) ∗ (v − t) + 1 ∗ (p− v + t))
= Y (3t− 2v + p)
=

1 1 0 0 0
1 2 1 1 0
0 1 2 1 1
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1


3
−2
1
0
0
 =

1
0
0
−1
1

3.9 Recovering information about conjugacy classes
The property that the Indl Resl operator is a polynomial in the Ind Res operator is a
purely representation theoretic property, and that too we required very minimal
representation theory in the sense that all we needed was the Weak Heisenberg algebra
property. It is philosophically interesting that we can use this as a tool to recover group
theoretic information from this, and the reason we can do this is that our method of
computing characters produces entire character columns rather than individual
characters, and as a consequence it is not hard to take L2 norms. In this subsection we
will recover information about the conjugacy classes of symmetric groups (we can in
principle recover information about conjugacy classes of wreath products as well, but we
will not demonstrate this here). We will make use of Part (1) of JeongHa Theorem, which
we will prove in Section 4. We will state it below for the reader’s convenience.
Fact 3.6 (Part (1) of JeongHa Theorem).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups such that there exists polynomials
{fl}l≥1 such that Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res). Then, for any n ≥ l and h ∈ Gn−l, fl satisfies
the conjugacy class constraint
fl(χInd(t)(α)) =
|Gn| · |[h]n−l|
|Gn−l| · |[h]n|
Recovering conjugacy class information for symmetric groups
Consider a permutation τ . Let k be the smallest symmetric group that τ lives in, i.e τ
has no fixed points in Sk. Then, observe that the number of fixed points that τ has when
acting on {1, ..., n} is n− k, and so χX(τ) = n− k. Since (n− k)n−k = (n− k)!, and since
#Sn
#Sk
= n!k! , Corollary 4.3 informs us that:
#[τ ]n =
n!
k!(n− k)!#[τ ]k =
(
n
k
)
#[τ ]k
That is, we have recovered something that we already knew: Since the conjugates of τ are
obtained by first choosing n− k fixed points and then choosing an element of the cycle
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type of τ on the remaining k points, we have that the size of the conjugacy class of τ
should be the number of ways to choose n− k fixed points multiplied by #[τ ]k.
3.10 Classification of the operations that need to be performed
In this subsection, we will classify the operations that need to be performed in order to
code an algorithm to compute character columns of symmetric groups or wreath products
via our method, and thereby demonstrate how running simulations via our formulae is
extremely feasable and accessable. We always think of α ∈ Hk o Sk ↪→ Hn o Sn. Here is
the classification:
(a) We need to compute the character table of the small group Hk o Sk. For symmetric
groups, this can be done via classical methods (e.g Murnaghan Nakayama), or by hand if
Sk is small enough. For wreath products, one can use methods as in [41] [42] [43]. Since
we are interested in situations where k << n, this requires a very small number of
operations to do (It is a constant in n).
(b) We need to lift each representation of Hk o Sk to a representation of Hn o Sn. This
can be done via the systematic lifting procedure. There are only k! representations, and
lifting each one can be done in a manageable amount time, so the number of operations
one would need to carry out to do this is not very large.
(c) We need some operations to fill in our Ind Res matrix. This is nothing more than
applying the Branching Rule twice, which is a straightforward rule for wreath product
chains (and very straightforward for symmetric groups). For symmetric groups, there are
p(n) (partition function of n) representations, and so we would need to apply the
Branching rule 2 · p(n) times.
(d) We need to carry out the matrix multiplication (alternatively count weighted paths
on the McKay graph). Since most of the matrix entries are zeroes, this runs faster than
one might initially expect, as can be seen from the perspective of counting paths on
McKay graphs. However, this is the portion which will require the vast bulk of operations
when running.
4 Studying constraints for arbitrary chains of groups
Recall Property (∗):
Property 4.1.
(∗) For every l ∈ N there exists a polynomial fl such that Indl Resl = fl(Ind Res).
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In the previous section, we focussed our attention to the chain of wreath products
{Hn o Sn}n∈N and in particular to the chain of symmetric groups {Sn}n∈N. In that
section, we showed that that those chains satisfied Property (∗) and used this to gain
insight into their character theories. It is natural to then want to replicate the success of
the previous section to other chains of groups. The goal of this section is to show that
surjective chains that satisfy Property (∗) behave very rigidly, and therefore Property (∗)
is a very rare property. The chain of wreath products is therefore a very special chain.
4.1 The conjugacy class constraints
The goal of this subsection is to prove a family of constraints that our polynomials
{fl}l∈N must satisfy that is indexed by conjugacy classes. We will call the constraint
corresponding to a conjugacy class [h] as the [h]-class constraint. One constraint that will
turn out to be extremely important to us is the [e]-class constraint, which we will simply
call “the identity class constraint”. The conjugacy class constraints are extremely
important, and they form the backbone of the JeongHa Theorem . We used these
constraints previously to recover conjugacy class information of symmetric groups and
wreath products. The feature of our method which allows us to recover conjugacy class
information is that our method allows us to directly obtain the global structure of the
character column, rather than obtaining individual character values separately. We begin
with a Lemma which is very close to the result we want to prove modulo the statement
that each group in our chain controls its own fusion:
Lemma 4.2.
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a surjective that satisfies Property (∗). Let h ∈ Gn−l for some l < n ∈ N.
Then, fl satisfies the conjugacy class constraint:
fl
( |Gn| · |[h]n ∩Gn−1|
|Gn−1| · |[h]n|
)
= fl(χInd(t)(h)) =
|Gn| · |[h]n−l|
|Gn−l| · |[h]n|
Proof:
For ease of notation, set k = n− l. By Part (2) of Tasyopari Theorem,
δh = fl(Ind Res)
 ∑
irreducible representations w of Gk
χw(h)w˜

Write X = Ind(t)⊗ = Ind Res (by Observation 2.5). Since the trivial representation t has
real character, Ind(t) also has real character and is therefore self-dual. The adjoint of a
representation with respect to the Hom(·, ·) bilinear form and the ⊗ multiplication is the
dual representation. Therefore, by self-duality of X, we know that 〈Xu1, u2〉 = 〈u1, Xu2〉
for any u1, u2 ∈ R(Gn). Knowing that conjugacy classes can be recovered from L2 norms,
we compute:
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||δh||2 = 〈fl(X)
 ∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(h)w˜
 , δ[h]〉
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(h)〈fl(X)w˜, δ[h]〉
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(h)〈w˜, fl(X)δ[h]〉
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(h)fl(χX(h))χw˜(h)
=
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(h)fl(χX(h))χw(h)
= fl(χX(h)) ·
∑
irreps w of Gk
|χw(h)|2
= fl(χX(h)) · ||δ(k)h ||2
where δ
(k)
h is the character column of Gk corresponding to h, i.e
δ
(k)
h =
∑
irreps w of Gk
χw(h)w ∈ R(Gk). In the above computation, the first line followed
from Part (2) of Tasyopari Theorem, the third line followed from self-duality of X, and
the fifth line followed from the fact that Res(w˜) = w and so their characters coincide at h.
Translating L2 norms into conjugacy classes, we see that:
fl(χX(h)) =
||δh||2
||δ(k)h ||2
=
( |Gn|
|[h]n|
)
( |Gk|
|[h]k|
)
=
|Gn| · |[h]k|
|Gk| · |[h]n|
To complete the proof, simply note that since X = Ind(t), the induced character formula
tells us that:
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χInd(t)(h) =
1
|Gn−1|
∑
g∈Gn s.t ghg−1∈Gn−1
χt(ghg
−1)
=
1
|Gn−1|
∑
h′∈[h]n∩Gn−1
|{g ∈ Gn | gh′g−1 = h′}| · 1
=
1
|Gn−1|
∑
h′∈[h]n∩Gn−1
|CGn(h′)|
=
1
|Gn−1|
∑
h′∈[h]n∩Gn−1
|Gn|
|[h′]n| (by orbit-stabilizer)
=
|Gn|
|Gn−1| ·
|[h]n ∩Gn−1|
|[h]n|
This completes the proof of the Lemma 4.2 
The reader now may notice that there is only one difference between the statement of the
Lemma and the statement of Part (1) of JeongHa Theorem, namely that we need to
replace [h]n ∩Gn−1 with [h]n−1. That is, we need Gn−1 to control its own fusion in Gn.
We will see that this automatically holds since restrictions are surjective.
Corollary 4.3 (Part (1) of JeongHa Theorem).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a surjective that satisfies Property (∗). Let h ∈ Gn−l for some l < n ∈ N.
Then, fl satisfies the conjugacy class constraint:
fl
( |Gn| · |[h]n−1|
|Gn−1| · |[h]n|
)
= fl(χInd(t)(h)) =
|Gn| · |[h]n−l|
|Gn−l| · |[h]n|
Proof: By Lemma 4.2, it suffices to prove that [h]n ∩Gn−1 = [h]n−1. In order to see this,
we apply 4.2 with l = 1. Notice that f1(X) = X since Ind
1 Res1 = Ind Res. Therefore,
when l = 1, Lemma 4.2 tells us that:
|Gn| · |[h]n ∩Gn−1|
|Gn−1| · |[h]n| = f1
( |Gn| · |[h]n ∩Gn−1|
|Gn−1| · |[h]n|
)
=
|Gn| · |[h]n−1|
|Gn−1| · |[h]n|
It follows that |[h]n ∩Gn−1| = |[h]n−1|. Therefore, we have proved Part (1) of JeongHa
Theorem.

Out of all these constraints, the most important constraint is the identity class
constraint, obtained by taking h = e, and it is worth stating it separately:
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Corollary 4.4 (The identity class constraint).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a surjective that satisfies Property (∗). For each n ∈ N, let an = |Gn||Gn−1| .
Then:
fl(an) = anan−1...an−l+1
Proof: Setting h = e in Part (1) of JeongHa Theorem, and observing that [e]m = 1 for all
m, we see that:
fl(
|Gn|
|Gn−1|) =
|Gn|
|Gk|
which can be rewritten as:
fl(an) = anan−1...an−l+1

4.2 {an}n∈N is necessarily infinite
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain that satisfies Property (∗). Recall that
an :=
|Gn|
|Gn−1| . Why might we want {an}n∈N to be an infinite set? The reason is that the
infinitude of {an}n∈N allows us to use analytic arguments in conjunction with the identity
class constraint to deduce very rigid properties that our polynomials must satisfy. Notice
that if {Gn}n≥0 is a constant chain (i.e Gn = G for all n), then an = 1 for all n and
{Gn}n≥0 satisfies Property (∗) with fl(X) = X for all l. Therefore, the non-constancy of
{Gn}n≥0 is a prerequisite for infinitude of {an}n∈N. Our goal of this subsection is to
prove the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.5 (Infinitude of {an}n∈N).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Define
an =
|Gn|
|Gn−1| . Then:
{an}n∈N is an infinite set.
We will prove our goal in 3 steps.
Lemma 4.6 (Step 1).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a chain of groups such that Ind2 Res2 = f2(Ind Res) for some polynomial
f2. Suppose that h1, h2 ∈ Gn−1 ↪→ Gn are such that χInd(tn−2)(h1) 6= χInd(tn−2)(h2). Then,
χInd(tn−1)(h1) 6= χInd(tn−1)(h2)
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Here, ti is the trivial representation of Gi.
Proof: By the proof of Part (1) of JeongHa Theorem, we know that every group Gk of our
chain controls its own fusion. Since f2(X) = Ind
2(t), we have that for any
h ∈ Gn−1 ↪→ Gn, f2(χInd(tn−1)(h)) = χInd2(tn−2)(h). By the induced character formula, we
have that:
f2(χInd(tn−1)(h)) = χInd2(tn−2)(h)
= χInd(Ind(tn−2))(h)
=
1
|Gn−1|
∑
g∈Gm such that ghg−1∈Gn−1
χInd(tn−2)(ghg
−1)
=
1
|Gn−1|
∑
g∈Gm such that ghg−1∈Gn−1
χInd(tn−2)(h)
= χInd(tn−2)(h) ·
1
|Gn−1|
∑
g∈Gm such that ghg−1∈Gn−1
1
= χInd(tn−2)(h) · χInd(tn−1)(h)
In the above computation, the third line followed from the induced character formula,
and the fourth line followed from the fact that Gn−1 controls its own fusion.
Now, suppose h1, h2 ∈ Gn−1 ↪→ Gn such that χInd(tn−1)(h1) = χInd(tn−1)(h2). Then,
f2(χInd(tn−1)(h1))
χInd(tn−1)(h1)
=
f2(χInd(tn−1)(h2))
χInd(tn−1)(h2)
. So, we conclude that χInd(tn−2)(h1) = χInd(tn−2)(h2),
which proves the contrapositive statement of the Lemma and therefore completes the
proof.

Lemma 4.7 (Step 2).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a chain of groups such that Ind2 Res2 = f2(Ind Res) for some polynomial
f2. Then, Ind(t) ∈ R(Gn) has at least n distinct character values.
Proof: We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 there is nothing to show since every
representation must have at least one character value.
Suppose it is true that Ind(tn−2) has n− 1 distinct character values, say
χInd(tn−2)(h1), χInd(tn−2)(h2), ..., χInd(tn−2)(hn−1). By Step 1,
χInd(tn−1)(h1), χInd(tn−1)(h2), ..., χInd(tn−1)(hn−1) are n− 1 distinct character values of
Ind(tn−1). Moreover, each of these character values are nonzero because if hi ∈ Gn−1,
then hi fixes the identity coset. By Burnside’s Lemma, because the action of Gn on{
Gn
/
Gn−1
}
is a transitive action, there must exist some g ∈ Gn such that
χInd(tn−1)(g) = 0. Thus, 0, χInd(tn−1)(h1), χInd(tn−1)(h2), ..., χInd(tn−1)(hn−1) are n distinct
character values of Ind(tn−1) and we have therefore proved the result
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Observation 4.8 (Step 3).
The number of distinct character values of Ind(t) is at most an
Proof: Since the character values of Ind(t) are the number of fixed points, they are
integers. Moreover dim(Ind(t)) = an is the maximal character value 
Using Steps 1, 2, and 3, we can prove the infinitude of {an}n∈N which is the main goal of
this section. Recall the statement:
Lemma 4.9 (Infinitude of {an}n∈N).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant of groups such that there exists a polynomial f2 such that
Ind2 Res2 = f2(Ind Res). Define an =
|Gn|
|Gn−1| . Then:
{an}n∈N is an infinite set.
Proof: By Step 2, we have that the number of distinct character values of Ind(t) ∈ R(Gn)
is ≥ n. But by Step 3, the number of distinct character values of Ind(t) ∈ R(Gn) is ≤ an.
This is only compatible if an ≥ n for every n. In particular, an →∞ as n→∞. 
4.3 Description of fl in terms of the two parameters B and C
Now that we have established that {an}n∈N is an infinite collection, we are ready to use
the Identity class constraint together with analytic methods to deduce results. The end
goal of this subsection is to prove Parts (2) and (3) of JeongHa Theorem.
Observation 4.10 (Bounding degrees of our polynomials).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Then,
fl has degree ≤ l for all l
Proof: fl(an) = anan−1...an−l+1 ≤ aln. Since an →∞ as n→∞, the result follows. 
Lemma 4.11 (Smaller polynomials divide larger polynomials).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Define
an =
|Gn|
|Gn−1| . Then:
fl−1 divides fl for every l.
Proof: By the Identity class constraint:
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fl(an) = anan−1...an−l+1 = fl−1(an)an−l+1
We therefore have that, for all n ∈ N, fl(an)fl−1(an) = an−l+1 ∈ Z. The condition that
an−l+1 ∈ Z is just a consequence of Lagrange’s theorem since Gn−l ≤ Gn−l+1.
By the divisor theorem on Q[X], we can write fl = fl−1g + r where r is a polynomial of
degree less than fl−1. Thus, we may write:
fl
fl−1
= q +
r
fl
Suppose for contradiction that r is nonzero.
Choose  such that for all integers a ∈ Z, either q(a) ∈ Z or |q(a)− Z| ≥ . Let us first
show that such an  exists. For pedagogical reasons, first consider the case in which
q = cdX
p for c, d ∈ Z. Observe that for a ∈ Z either q(a) ∈ Z or |q(a)−Z| ≥ 1d . For such a
polynomial q, we may take  = 1d . In general, write q =
cp
dp
Xp +
cp−1
dp−1X
p−1 + ...+ c0d0 . For
such a polynomial, we may take  = 1∏p
i=0 dp
.
Choose  as in the previous paragraph. For large values of n, (say n > N), we can assert
that 0 < |( rfl )(an)| < . The first inequality is simply because r is nonzero. The second
inequality is because the degree of fl is strictly larger than the degree of r, and an →∞
as n→∞.
Take any n > N . Then we have that: either q(an) ∈ Z or |q(an)− Z| ≥ , and
0 < ( rfl )(an) < . Therefore, we have that:
(q +
r
fl
)(an) 6∈ Z
Therefore,
(
fl
fl−1
)(an) 6∈ Z
for this n, and this is a contradiction since we remarked earlier that flfl−1 (an) ∈ Z for all
n. We have therefore must have that r = 0, i.e fl−1 divides fl. 
An immediate and useful application of the two above results is the following:
Observation 4.12 (Determining f2).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Then,
there exist constants A,C ∈ Q such that
f2(X) = AX(X − C)
Proof: Since Ind1 Res1 = Ind Res, we have that f1(X) = X. By the previous Lemma, f1
must divide f2, and by our observation about degrees, f2 is either a degree 1 polynomial
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or a degree 2 polynomial. Thus, we must have that either f2(X) = AX, or
f2(X) = AX(X − C) for some constants A,C ∈ Q. If the former is true, then by the
Identity class constraint, anan−1 = f2(an) = Aan for all n, and thus, an−1 = A is a
constant for all n, thereby contradicting the Infinitude of {an}n∈N. Thus,
f2(X) = AX(X − C)
. 
Observation 4.13 (Recursion of {an}n∈N).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Then,
there exist constants A,C ∈ Q such that
an =
1
A
an−1 + C
Proof: Using the Identity class constraint for f2 above, we see that
anan−1 = Aan(an − C). The observation follows. 
Thus far, we do not have any restrictions on A,C ∈ Q. The following proposition shows
that 1A and C must both be integers.
Proposition 4.14 (C, 1A ∈ Z).
Suppose {an} is a sequence of positive integers such that an = 1Aan−1+C for fixed rational
numbers A and C. Suppose also that an →∞ as n→∞. Then A = 1B for some positive
integer B and C is an integer.
Proof:
Write A = pq where (p, q) = 1, and write C =
c
d for (c, d) = 1. By repeatedly applying the
identity an =
1
Aan−1 + C, we observe that an can be expressed as the following equation
in terms of a1:
an =
1
An−1
(
a1 + CA+ CA
2 + · · ·+ CAn−1)
=
qn−1
pn−1
(
a1 + C
(
p
q
+ · · ·+ p
n−1
qn−1
))
Setting C = cd and simplifying, we obtain that:
andp
n−1 = a1dqn−1 + cpqn−2 + · · ·+ cpn−1
Now, suppose that p ≥ 2. Since (p, q) = 1, taking the above equation mod pi for all
0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and dividing by suitable powers of qj gives:
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a1d ≡ 0 mod p
a1dq ≡ −cp mod p2
a1dq
2 ≡ −c(p2 + pq) mod p3
...
a1dq
n−2 ≡ −c(pn−2 + · · ·+ pq) mod pn−1
Since qj is a unit in Z/piZ, we also obtain:
a1d ≡ 0 mod p
a1d ≡ −cp
q
mod p2
a1d ≡ −c
(
p2
q2
+
p
q
)
mod p3
...
a1d ≡ −c
(
pn−2
qn−2
+ · · ·+ p
q
)
mod pn−1
But notice that a1d is a fixed integer. Then there exists an integer k such that a1d < p
k.
Therefore, taking sufficiently large n, we obtain that
−c
(
pk−2
qk−2
+ · · ·+ p
q
)
≡ −c
(
pk−1
qk−1
+
pk−2
qk−2
+ · · ·+ p
q
)
mod pn
In particular,
c
pk−1
qk−1
≡ 0 mod pn
Hence, c ≡ 0 mod pn−k−1. But since the equivalence holds for arbitrarily large n while c
is a fixed integer, we obtain a contradiction. Hence, p = 1 so A = 1q for some integer
q ∈ Z. Note that we in fact require that q is positive because {an}n∈N is a sequence of
positive integers.
Next, we recall that an =
1
Aan−1 + C. Since an, an−1, and
1
A = q are integers, we require
that C is an integer. 
If we concatenate the theory we have built thus far, we notice that we have proved Part
(2) of JeongHa Theorem:
Theorem 4.15 (Part (2) of JeongHa Theorem).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Define
an =
|Gn|
|Gn−1| . Then, {an}n∈N is an infinite set. Moreover, there exists two parameters
B,C ∈ Z such that for all n, an = Ban−1 + C.
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We may use this to strengthen our previous Observation that deg(fl) ≤ l:
Lemma 4.16 (fl has degree l).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Then,
fl is a polynomial of degree l.
Proof: By the Identity class constraint,
fl(an) = anan−1...an−l+1 = an · anan−1
an
· anan−2
an−1
an−1
an
... · anan−l+1
an−l+2
an−l+2
an−l+3
..
an−1
an
Now observe that by Part (2) of JeongHa Theorem, amam+1 =
am
Bam+C
= 1
B+ C
am
for every m,
and thus we obtain that for m large:
1−  ≤ am
am+1
≤ 1
In particular, for m large:
(1− ) (l−1)(l)2 aln ≤ fl(an) ≤ aln
and thus fl has degree l by the Infinitude of {an}n∈N.

We will end this subsection with a proof of Part (3) of JeongHa Theorem:
Proposition 4.17 (Part (3) of JeongHa Theorem).
Let {Gn}n≥0 be a non-constant surjective chain of groups satisfying Property (∗). Let
B,C ∈ Z be the parameters such that an = Ban−1 + C. Then, fl is uniquely determined
for all l as:
fl(X) =
1
B
l(l−1)
2
X(X−C)(X− [1 +B]C)(X− [1 +B+B2]C)...(X− [1 +B+ ....+Bl−2]C)
Proof:
We prove by induction on l. When l = 1, we have f1(X) = X, which satisfies the formula
prescribed by the proposition. Suppose that fl satisfies the formula prescribed by the
proposition. Since fl divides fl+1 and fl has degree l and fl+1 has degree l + 1, we may
write:
fl+1(X)
fl(X)
= Bl+1(X − Cl+1)
for some Bl+1, Cl+1 ∈ Q.
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Evaluating the above expression at an and applying the Identity class constraint to
simplify the left hand side, we see that:
an−l = Bl+1(an − Cl+1)
Since an−1 = 1B (an − C), we have that:
an−l =
1
Bl
(
an − C(1 +B + · · ·+Bl−1)
)
Comparing expressions, we see that Bl+1 =
1
Bl
and Cl+1 = C(1 +B + · · ·+Bl−1). Thus:
fl+1(X) =
1
Bl
· 1
B
l(l−1)
2
X(X − C)(X − [1 +B]C)(X − [1 +B +B2]C)...(X − [1 +B + ....+Bl−1]C)
=
1
B
(l+1)(l)
2
X(X − C)(X − [1 +B]C)(X − [1 +B +B2]C)...(X − [1 +B + ....+Bl−1]C)
which completes the inductive step. 
4.4 If G0 = {1}, the roots of fl correspond to characters of Ind(t) ∈ Gl
In this subsection, we will consider the special and important case when G0 = {1}. The
reason why this situation is special and insightful is that G0 has only one representation,
the trivial representation, which we always know how to lift. This allows us to apply our
character column techniques from Tasyopari theorem to deduce special information. The
goal of this subsection is to prove Part (4) of JeongHa Theorem:
Theorem 4.18 (Part (4) of JeongHa Theorem).
Suppose that {Gn}n≥0 is a surjective chain of groups that satisfies Property (∗), with
the additional property that G0 = {e}. Consider Ind(t) ∈ Gl. Then, the roots of fl are
precisely the non-identity character values of X = Ind(t) ∈ R(Gl) (i.e the character values
other than dim(Ind(t))).
We will now prove each direction of the above result:
Lemma 4.19 (Non-identity character values are roots).
Suppose that {Gn}n≥0 is a surjective chain of groups that satisfies Property (∗) with the
additional property that G0 = {e}. Consider Ind(t) ∈ Gl. Then, χInd(t)(α) is a root of fl
for every α ∈ Gl other than α = e.
Proof:
Consider e ∈ {e} = G0. Observe that Tasyopari Theorem informs us that:
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δe = χt(e)fl(X)e˜ = fl(X)t˜ = fl(X)t
Consider another character column δα. Observe that this is an eigenvector of X with
eigenvalue χInd(t)(α). So, we then have that:
0 = 〈δe, δα〉
= 〈fl(X)t, δα〉
= 〈t, fl(χInd(t)(α))δα〉
= fl(χInd(t)(α))δα(t)
= fl(χInd(t)(α))

It might be worth to remark that If we had used α = e with the above reasoning, then we
have obtained that:
|Gn| = 〈δe, δe〉 = fl( |Gn||Gn−1|) = fl(an)
which is simply the Identity class constraint in the special case where G0 = {1}.
Now we prove the converse:
Lemma 4.20 (Roots are non-identity character values).
Suppose that {Gn}n≥0 is a surjective chain of groups that satisfies Property (∗) with the
additional property that G0 = {e}. Then, any root of fl is an eigenvalue of Ind(t) ∈ R(Gl).
Proof: Let C be a root of fl(X). Then fl(X) is divisible by X − C. By Tasyopari
Theorem, δe = fl(X), and thus, for any α 6= e:
0 = 〈δe, δα〉 = 〈fl(X), δα〉 = 〈X − C, fl(X)
X − C δα〉
Therefore, if fl(X)X−C δα is nonzero for some α, then it is an eigenvector of X with eigenvalue
C.
If fl(X)X−C δα is the zero vector for all α 6= e, then:
0 = 〈 fl(X)
X − C δα, t〉 = 〈
fl(X)
X − C , δα〉
Hence, fl(X)X−C is orthogonal to all δα’s. Because {δα} forms an orthogonal basis of the
space R(Gl),
fl(X)
X−C is a scalar multiple of δe. This is impossible since we would have that
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fl(X)
X−C = λfl(X) but the degrees on both sides of the equation are not equal. Therefore,
there must exist some α such that fl(X)X−C δα is nonzero, and this is an eigenvector of X
with eigenvalue C.

We have therefore proved Part (4) of JeongHa Theorem.
5 Future directions
In this section, we will ask four natural questions which naturally arise as a consequence
of this paper:
(1) As a consequence of the JeongHa Theorem, we know that if a surjective chain satisfies
Property (∗), then the polynomials {fl}l∈N are determined by two parameters B,C ∈ Z.
Chains of wreath products show that it is possible to construct chains corresponding to
(B,C) = (1, c), for c ∈ Z arbitrary. A natural question to ask is: What tuples (B,C) are
realized by some chain of groups? A prerequisite question is: Can B vary, or is B = 1 is
forced?
(2) Can we approach asymptotic questions by applying probabilistic techniques in
conjunction with our formulae? There are three features of our formulae that make one
hopeful:
(a) Our method fixes a group element, and simultaneously produces a formula for the
corresponding character column in Gn for every n. This very naturally allows one to take
n to infinity.
(b) Our McKay graphs stabilize as n→∞.
(c) Our simplified formula for odd permutations allows one to consider paths from one
corner of the McKay graph, which makes the stability property more pronounced in this
case.
(3) How can we interpret our formulae as generalizations of projection operators? One
can see that X(X − 1)..(X − (n− 2)) is in fact the projection operator onto δ() ∈ R(Sn)
and (t− s)X(X − 1)..(X − (n− 2)) is in fact the projection operator onto δ(12) ∈ R(Sn).
In general however, our operators are not projection operators, but do project certain
subspaces onto lines. We believe it would be insightful to investigate this line of thought
further.
(4) Tasyopari Theorem can be applied to surjective chains of groups which satisfy the
Weak Heisenberg Property, but yet the only examples we produced were chains which in
fact satisfied the stronger Strong Heisenberg Property. A natural question is: Can we
construct chains of groups which satisfy the Weak Heisenberg Property but not the
Strong Heisenberg Property? If the answer is “yes”, then we have new chains of groups
for which Tasyopari Theorem applies and hence we obtain formulae for character columns
of these groups. If the answer is “no”, then perhaps the theory we built in this paper can
help prove this fact.
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